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THESIS STATEMENT

Cities have become attractive again; retiring baby-boomers and graduating or 
job-seeking millennials are moving in droves to urban cores. However, more 
often than not, they are met with city centers that do not welcome their return. 
Since mid-century, with the fast-growing adoption of automobiles and suburbia, 
most American cities have effectively become no-walking zones and have 
made pedestrian safety and walkability an afterthought. While city planners and 
economic developers think of how they can provide their citizens with a quality of 
life that makes them want to stay (or, in many cases, also attracts more people), 
perhaps the most neglected thought is the design of the city.

One thing that contributes well to urban vitality is walkability—get it right and 
so much more will follow. Changes or fixes will simply give pedestrians a fighting 
chance, while also embracing bikes, enhancing transit, and making downtown 
living attractive to a broader range of people. Most are not expensive—some 
require little more than yellow paint. Each one individually makes a difference; 
collectively, they can transform a city and the lives of its residents. With this, cities 
will become attractive to those seeking the “city life”, which will greatly benefit the 
local real estate economy as homes become more high in demand. Businesses and 
local retailers will see more traffic come through the doors, which would result in 
an increased number of sales.  The walkable city is not just a nice, idealistic notion. 
Rather, it is a simple, practical-minded solution to a host of complex problems that 
we face as a society. 
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WALKABILITY IN 

AMERICA 

T H E  C H A N G I N G  D E S I R E  F O R

WALKABILITY IS TRENDING
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Changing Trends 

There have been dramatic changes to driving trends in the United States. People, 
young and old, are opting to drive less in order. Why? Well, the answers for this 
question are far and wide, but some are doing so simply to save money, go to work/
play more efficiently, as well as an attempt to help the environment.

New Age for drivers

Slowdown
[3]
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Among millennials, 77 percent of them wants to live in Urban Cores[2]

That 77 percent equals 
approximately 56,980,000 people. 
All looking for homes and desirable 
cities to live in. And more often 
than not, it’s one of the few cities 
just mentioned. 42 percent of 
boomers would like to live in a 
place where they don’t need a car. 
This adds an additional 31,080,000 
people.[11]

$48,313

$72,110
Avg. GDP per capita of the least walkable cities

Avg. GDP per capita of the most walkable cities

1/10
Walkability correlation with GDP Transportation cost per household

1/5vs

In 1960 In 2010
of annual family budget of annual family budget

Is spent per year by the average American family on 
transportation

$14,000

[4] [5]

American demographics by generation

2019 Projection[2]

THE GOOD AND THE BAD

It would be easy to use one of the cities used above, ranked as one of the most walkable 
cities, however, some cities that have made large strides towards walkability (along with 
bike-ability and transits) that did not quite make the cut. One great example is Portland, 
OR. While almost every other American City has seen its drive farther and farther every 
year and spend more and more of their time stuck in traffic, Portland’s vehicle miles 
traveled per person peaked in 1996. Now, compared to other major metropolitan areas, 
Portlanders on average drive 20 percent less. With this, Portland has become a hot-spot 
for younger (and some older) individuals seeking city-living. 

As Atlanta grew, so did the services it provided its citizens. City limits was restricted to 
a 3.5 diameter around the city core. However, as population grew, so did Atlanta sprawl 
(unlike Portland, who has an urban growth boundary). Automobiles virtually took over 
transportation over night, and Atlanta has since had an issue solving the traffic problem. 
Atlanta pushed all of its chips into one pile; drive-ability, and folded when it came to 
walkability. Atlanta is still an attractive city to live in for many, however, if made walkable 
and safer for pedestrians, could benefit it economically and become more and more 
attractive. 

Portland, Oregon

Walk Score 65
Transit score 56

Bike Score 81

Atlanta, Georgia

[1]

VS

[1]

Walk Score 49
Transit score 47  

Bike Score 41
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8.8 Million miles less are traveled per 
day in Portland with the steady decline 
of driving.

Portland has spent roughly $65 million 
on bicycle facilities over the past several 
decades. Which, in infrastructure terms 
is not a lot. 

8.8

2.9

$1.1

$65

2.9 Billion miles less are traveled 
annually in Portland. Of course there 

are substantial benefits from this

1.1 Billion dollars of savings annually. And 
this number ignores the time not wasted 
in traffic. With this improvement, this is 
calculated to add another $1.5 Billion

$2.5
2.5 Billion dollars total of calculated 

savings of annual income that comes 
from the less time spent in traffic. Most 
of which will work its way back into the 

local economy. 

How did Portland do it?

[7]
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Houston

Sacramento 

Atlanta 

200x200ft

49

65

Generally speaking, the cities with the smallest blocks are best known for walkability, while those with 
larger blocks are known as places without street life-- if they are known at all. Most walkable places, 
especially in America, have block sizes between two hundred and four hundred feet long (i.e. san 
Francisco, Philly, Boston, Manhattan, and Portland). And then there are pedestrian-free zones, like Atlanta 
Georgia, where many blocks are between four hundred and six hundred feet. 

There are two reasons for this; one has to do with convenience. The more blocks per square mile, the 
more choices a pedestrian can make and more opportunities there are to alter your path. The second 
reason is that bigger blocks mean fewer streets, therefore there are larger streets. Larger streets hold 
much more traffic, hence they are more dangerous. 

$56,840
$64,817
Portland

Atlanta

2017 
GDP per 
capita

2017 
GDP per 
capita

VS

[9]
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WALKABILITY IN 
ATLANTA 

S I T E  A N A L Y S I S  A N D  S T U D Y  O F
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The first thing you’ll likely hear when you tell people you’re moving to Atlanta is that you 
better get used to being in a car. It’s true—Atlanta has been the poster child for sprawl, 
infamous for its traffic and long commutes. Its traffic woes have been susceptible to 
the larger number of people moving to the area in the recent decades. According to 
WalkScore, Atlanta is a car-dependent city with an overall score of 49. Likewise, a transit 
score of 47 reflects transit in the city (MARTA, which operates trails and buses) and a bike 
score of 41 indicates Atlanta has an up-and-coming bike infrastructure. Atlanta has been 
working towards pedestrian-friendly roads and pathways, but there is  still a long way to 
go. 

Google defines walkability as “a measure of how friendly an area is to walking...”. 
Walkability means that you can walk from place to place comfortably and safely, while also 
not relying on a car. The graph to the right shows the distance people are willing to walk 
to certain places and services. Walkability is largely dependent on the resources around it, 
and without it, people will be forced to drive to the locations instead of walking. However, 
it is up to city planners and urban designers to create the space and paths that make the 
pedestrian feel the desire (and comfort) to walk to these places instead. Looking at a good 
example of walkable neighborhood, with Midtown, it is a densely populated area with high 
rise buildings and numerous resources within a walkable distance. However, there are bad 
examples such as Grove Park, who has seen difficult economic times. [1]

ATLANTA AND THE STRIVE FOR WALKABILITY



SITE ANALYSIS

MIDTOWN
Known as the city’s cultural epicenter (and one of the most desirable areas to live in 
Atlanta), the neighborhood offers easy access to Atlanta’s transportation, parks, including 
Piedmont Park, restaurants and thriving Midtown Arts District. The area features one-of-
a-kind restaurants and boutique shops and has shown rapid residential development over 
the last decade with a population increasing to approximately 13,000 people. 

Average home price: $300,000
Average rent: $3,175

88

65

72

Walk score

Transit score

Bike score

[3]

[3]
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As a result of suburban growth, many longtime businesses closed and were replaced by 
low-rent business; and as population decreased the area began to deteriorate. Home to 
nearly 6,000 people, Grove Park Long has long been neglected by developers and city 
planners, and it’s turn in the gentrification spotlight is attributable to its proximity not just 
to downtown but also to some of the most ambitious green-space initiatives in Atlanta’s 
history. Atlanta has began to focus on 

Average home price: $150,000
Average rent: $1,150 

GROVE PARK

[3]

[3]

[5]

38 45 40
Walk score Transit score Bike score
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Bikeability

Transit

Dedicated bike 
lanes

Bike-friendly 
roads

Transit Route

[5]

[4]

Bikeability

Transit

Dedicated bike 
lanes

Bike-friendly 
roads

Transit Route
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Wide lanes,more space taken by 
automobiles, faster speeds, and 
less cautious drivers. 

Few bus stops along the highway 
and transit route, and if individuals 
have to drive and park to transit 
stops, they should just drive to 
work.

Narrow sidewalks (when sidewalks are present) have 
no barrier or buffer to make pedestrians feel safe. No 
crosswalks located along major roads.

Bike Lanes do not exist 
anywhere in Grove Park, 
which makes biking from 
place to place challenging or 
dangerous to most.
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IMPROVING  
WALKABILITY

W H A T  T O  C O N S I D E R  W H E N

$4,000-34,000
Home values

7.4%
Higher retail prices

15%
Higher retail rents

[2]

THE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
The economic advantage that has already begun to accrue to walkable spaces can 
be attributed to three key factors. First, for certain segments of the population 
(already mentioned), chief among them young ‘creatives”, urban living is simply more 
appealing. Second, massive demographic shifts occurring right now mean that these 
pro-urban segments of the population are becoming dominant, creating a spike in 
demand that is expected to last for decades. Third, the choice to live the walkable 
life generates considerable savings for these households. 

There are many cities in the U.S. that have seen large population increases of 
younger, childless households, and most of them are considered more walkable 
(referring back to the list of most walkable cities). These cities have gobbled up a 
majority of these urban seeking individuals, which live many cities, such as Atlanta, 
out to dry. The cities that have seen this growth for the portion of their demographic 
have also seen large real estate increases and investments, more frequently used 
transportation, and fast-growing, higher grossing businesses than others



Commute Time Cost of living/ 
Income

Use of public 
transportation

Population density

[1]

[1][1]

[1]

49 47 41
Walk score Transit score Bike score

88
Midtown

38
Grove Park

[3]
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Money saved 
moving 

Money spent 
commuting

For every dollar saved by moving to more affordable 
housing, 77 cents is spent on a longer commute to work.

Cardbon Dioxide 
Emissions 
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Share of commuters who 
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+ $9 Sq. Ft office rents
+ $7 Sq. Ft retail rents 
+ 80% retail revenues
+ $300 unit res. Rent
+ $81 Sq. Ft for-sale res.  
               value

0-20
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21-40
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41-60
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61-80
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Walk Score HOW TO MAKE GROVE PARK MORE WALKABLE

Current Conditions along 
US-278 in Grove Park

Road Diet

Reduced vehicle speed

Improved roadway safety

Increased economic growth

Space for bikers and walkers
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A 1 point rise in Walk Score adds nearly 1 percent to the price of a home in a survey of 14 US cities. So, 
should we build more sprawl to create affordable housing? Is walkability an extravagance that adds nothing 
essential to day-to-day living? On the contrary, the evidence strongly suggests that walkability lowers 
overall household costs while contributing substantially to individual families’ needs. In metro areas, the 
most affordable places to live are walkable neighborhoods

What about gentrification?

Housing and Transportation costs for US Cities
Traditional Cities Sprawling Cities

H+T costs: 40.4% of median income
Walk Score 78
Transit, Walk, and Bike to work: 45%

H+T costs: 49.9% of median income
Walk Score 40
Transit, Walk, and Bike to work: 6%

[5]



Independent and dedicated bike lanes 
are great for those who like to bike or 
use different means of transportation.

Narrower lanes mean slower speeds, more 
cautious drivers, and less noisy streets. 

Parking spaces for cars means people can drive there and not be 
secluded, and also act as an extra barrier of safety for pedestrians.

Dedicated bus stops and seating 
are essential for enhancing public 
transportation use for all

Natural shade makes for a 
comfortable walk, offering natural 
shade and enhancing nature.

Bike Lanes Bus Lanes/ stops
Natural shade

Narrow lanes Safety barrier
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